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Holy Cow!  Biodiversity on Ranches, Developments,
and Protected Areas in the “New West”

by Jeremy D. Maestas, Richard L. Knight, and Wendell C. Gilgert, Department of Fishery &
Wildlife Biology, Colorado State University

and endangered species (Czech,
Krausman, and Devers 2000).

The character of the New

West is being shaped by a flood of
immigrants seeking to enjoy the natu-
ral amenities and recreational oppor-
tunities of a region rich in public lands
(Power 1996; Masnick 2001).  Impor-
tantly, however, the West is only half
public lands; the most productive lands
in this region are in private ownership
(Scott and others 2001).  This fact
becomes critical since the most pro-
found land use change in the New
West is the conversion of private lands
presently in ranching and farming to
rural residential developments (i.e.,
exurban development) (Knight 2002).
Unfortunately, conservationists have
given scant attention to studying the
ecological implications of this land-
use conversion.

Here, we address some of
the ecological issues associated with
land-use change in the Mountain West.

Conservationists have an ad-
mirable history of documenting the
impacts of human land uses on
biodiversity to better inform resource
management decisions, but our cur-
rent knowledge about land-use
changes in the Mountain West is less
than satisfactory.  We work to dimin-
ish extractive and commodity-based
industries such as water development,
logging, mining, and livestock graz-
ing in this region, but have largely
failed to recognize the ecological con-
sequences of our own actions, espe-
cially when those actions involve
where we choose to live and play.
We continue to devote much of our
attention to the traditional consump-
tive land uses that characterized the
“Old West,” while other threats to
biodiversity become more pervasive
each year with the emergence of a
“New West.”  For example, urban
sprawl and outdoor recreation are
the number two and number four
leading causes, respectively, for the
decline of federally listed threatened

Editor’s Note

In this newsletter,
we discuss the complex
issue of  Biodiversity,

highlighting some
current research into an
often misunderstood
subject which is at the
heart of  tensions over
grazing in the West.
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The Quivira Coalition is pleased
to announce that its First Annual
Clarence Burch Award is being given

to the Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
Research Project, located on the U
Bar Ranch, near Silver City, NM.

This award honors a partnership
between scientists, ranchers, private
land owners, and public land manag-
ers in a project whose goal has been to
gain a better understanding of the
complex ecological issues involving
the critically endangered Southwest-
ern Willow Flycatcher.

The U Bar Ranch, home to the
largest population of Southwestern
Willow Flycatchers in the United
States, has important lessons to teach
about the positive relationship be-
tween scientific research, habitat res-
toration, progressive ranch and farm
management, and private and public
land owner support. In many ways, it
is a model of cooperation in service to
the recovery of an endangered spe-
cies.

The honorees have demonstrated
an eagerness to share the lessons they
have learned from their work on the
U Bar. For this eagerness, and for
their integrity, dedication, and unfail-
ing good humor, sometimes in the
face of adversity, The Quivira Coali-
tion wishes to honor the following
individuals:

Ty Bays, Phelps Dodge Corp.;
Paul Boucher, Gila National For-

est;
Deborah Finch, USFS Rocky

Mountain Research Station;
David Ogilvie, U Bar Ranch;
Ralph Pope, Gila National Forest;
Roland Shook, Western New

Mexico University; and
Scott Stoleson, USFS Rocky Moun-

tain Research Station.
A stipulation of the Burch Award,

named in honor of a pioneering
rancher and conservationist from
Oklahoma, is that the $15,000 cash
award be invested back into the
project, either in the form of contin-
ued research or another on-the-
ground activity.

The Award will be presented at
our First Annual Banquet, to be held
at La Posada de Albuquerque, Satur-
day, January 19, 2002. For more in-
formation, please see our web site.

And congratulations to the win-
ners!

First Annual
Clarence Burch

Award To Honor
Southwestern

Willow Flycatcher
Research Project

Clarence Burch.

http://www.quiviracoalition.org
mailto:executive@quiviracoalition.org
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Founders
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Courtney White
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The New Ranch Handbook:  A
Guide to Restoring Western
Rangelands is available from
The Quivira Coalition at a re-
duced price. Send $10 plus
$3.50 for shipping and han-
dling to:

The New Ranch Handbook
The Quivira Coalition
551 Cordova Rd. #423
Santa Fe, NM 87505

We’re happily enduring
growth pains.

On October 1, we moved into
our first official office. It’s a lovely
little building at 1411 Second St., in
Santa Fe (1-1/2 blocks east of
Cerrillos Blvd., on the north side of
Second St.). It has four offices, a
conference room, and a large com-
munal area where Tamara works.
We will be sharing space with our
friend Craig Conley, who owns Bio-
nomics Southwest.

The move has been a chore, as
we expected, but we have finally
gotten everything out of boxes and
in place, more or less. It has already
made a big difference to us to have
the extra elbow room, especially as
visitors begin to drop by. Come and
visit us!

We would like thank all the
people who made a special con-
tribution to help us with the mov-
ing costs. We raised over $10,000!!
Thank You!

Next, at our November Board
meeting, we welcomed three new
Board members. They are: Roger
Bowe, a rancher from San Jon, NM;
Sterling Grogan, biologist with the
Middle Rio Grande Conservancy
District; and Ed Singleton, Albu-
querque Field Office Manager for
the BLM. This raises the number of
Board members to twelve, and main-
tains the (intentional) even division
between ranchers, environmental-
ists, and state or federal employees.

We are very pleased the new
members agreed to serve on the
Board and look forward to their
contribution to our energetic, and
philosophical, Board meetings.

We are also pleased to announce
that we are advertising for a new
staff member (see the ad on Page
11). A new office means that we
have space for more assistance,

which we desperately need. The up-
side to all the work we have taken
on recently is that we have the means
to hire someone. The downside is,
now we have to DO all that work!

There is also plenty of elbow
room for VOLUNTEERS. If you
are willing to commit five to ten
hours a week (or more!) to us, then
we have a job for you! Just give
Tamara a call.

Finally, our First Annual Con-
ference is shaping up to be a real
event. Attendance is looking great,
and we hope to make a splash in the
media. We pulled together some
amazing speakers, and we sincerely
pray their message is heard.

That so many innovative and
hard-working people have agreed
to take time out of their busy lives to
speak and attend our two-day con-
ference is a very hopeful sign, we
believe.

All four developments mark
genuine milestones for The Quivira
Coalition. While it is a credit to the
staff that we have been able to come
so far so fast, our success is mostly
due to the people who support us
financially, emotionally, and physi-
cally. We wish we could say it has
been part of a carefully orchestrated
plan, but it has not.

It has been a bit bewildering, to
be honest.

Perhaps that’s why our Board
has decided to embark on its first
official retreat this winter, to help
map out the next few years.

We hope to see you at the Con-
ference.
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Restoration
The principal chore ahead

of us is restoration, which I
define as achieving full eco-
logical functionality at the
level of soil, grass, and wa-
ter. Our job as activists, in
other words, is transform-
ing “red” to “green” on maps
like that of the Altar Valley.

(See part 1.)
One does

not need to
be an ex-
pert in the
minutiae of
rangeland
health to
understand
that we
have a tre-
mendous
amount of

unhealthy land out there. The cata-
logue is all too familiar by  now—
choking forests, eroding land, en-
dangered species. Add to this list
what I consider to be the most
alarming trend in recent years: ac-
celerated habitat fragmentation due
to off-road vehicle damage, new
road construction, and exurban de-
velopment.

In light of the “functional-
ity crisis” confronting us, renewed
calls for an expansion of the na-
tional wilderness system, as well as
the creation of other “protected”
areas, seem anachronistic in a new
century. Shielding bits of land from
the threat of mechanized human
activity without simultaneously
confronting the source of that
threat—the way we live as a soci-
ety and a people—is, to paraphrase
Aldo Leopold, like “improving the
pump, rather than the well.”

Additionally, the whole
concept of “preserving” some
places while “releasing” others cre-
ates a stratification of land quality
and land use that is harmful to land
health. For example, what about
all the “Plain Jane” lands across the
West not deemed worthy of “pro-
tection?” Very often these lands
are in need of ecological assistance
as well. And what about the eco-
logically artificial distinction be-
tween public and private land (a
problem exposed by the term “pub-
lic lands environmentalism”)? If
the plants and animals do not rec-
ognize these boundaries, why
should we?

A rangeland health para-
digm, by contrast, treats all areas
equally and, as a result, gives us a
snapshot of functionality—a snap-
shot that enables land owners and
managers to prioritize their resto-
ration work, if restoration work is
required. And by working at the
level of soil, grass, and water it
reduces our dependence on land
discrimination.

The key, I am convinced,
is more stewardship, not less. By
that I mean stewardship that is
defined, and measured, by its ef-
fects on soil, grass, and water. Stew-
ardship, also, that is humble.

Good stewardship also
means having a full toolbox at
one’s disposal. This includes cattle.
In fact, a whole host of new tools
involving cattle have popped up
recently, including grassbanks, ho-
listic management, dormant sea-
son grazing, poop-and-stomps on
mine tailings, and herding (an an-
cient idea that is being rediscov-

A New
Environmentalism

(Part 2)
by Courtney White

Slopes at the beginning of reclamation
of an overburden pile at a mine site
near Cuba, New Mexico.  (Photo
courtesy of Courtney White.)

Environmentalists have asked
ranchers and others to make signifi-
cant changes in the way they think

and act, without making similar
demands of themselves.  In Part 1 of

this article, which appeared in our
October 2001 issue,  Courtney

stressed the need for the environmental
movement to start over at the level of

soil, grass, and water.
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A New
Environmentalism
(Part 2)
(con’t from page 4)

ered).
Unfortunately, we are of-

ten precluded from using certain
tools, tying our own hands, some-
times by regulation, but most of-
ten by our attitude. In his classic
book, Game Management, Aldo
Leopold wrote that wildlife “can
be restored with the same tools
that had hithertofore destroyed it—
fire, ax, cow, gun, and plow.” The
difference, of course, is not the
tool itself, but how we use it; and
our willingness to use it  in the first
place.

Attitude, in other words, is
as important as knowledge.

Work
Recently, I had the privi-

lege of riding a horse into the West
Elks Wilderness, near Paonia, Colo-
rado. I went because I wanted to
see an award-winning cattle herd-
ing operation in action and learn
more about the compatibility be-
tween well-managed ranching and
wilderness values. I also wanted to
see some pretty country.

I took two local environ-
mental activists along, one of whom
had recently backpacked the very
trail we were riding. Initially, we
were shocked by what we saw. The
thousand-head herd had traveled
the same path only a few days
prior, leaving cow plops and bro-
ken vegetation everywhere. The
trail had been trampled into a
muddy mess. Our Forest Service
guide said this was a good thing—
he believed that land can tolerate,
and sometimes benefit from, dis-
turbance caused by animal impact.

I asked the backpacker,
who was also the director of an
active environmental organization,

what she thought. “People call me
all the time and complain,” she
said. “They’re hikers. They don’t
think there should be cows in the
wilderness.”

“What do you tell them?”
I asked.

“I tell them it’s a working
wilderness,” she replied.

And it is a wilderness that
is working well by every ecological
and economic indicator that I have
seen. In fact, both the local Forest
Service office and the pool of ranch-
ers received national awards re-
cently for their innovative collabo-
ration. And they have the monitor-
ing data to back up their claims.

But what about work? If a
new environmentalism is going to
do restoration, or support ecologi-
cally sensitive ranch management,
it must first confront the question
of human labor on the land. This is
an important issue because envi-
ronmentalists often deride work
on public lands, equating it almost
universally with destruction.

This is a problem, says his-
torian Richard White in a provoca-
tive essay,11  because, by segregat-
ing work from nature, environ-
mentalists “create a set of dualisms
where work can only mean the
absence of nature and nature can
only mean human leisure, [thus
making] both humans and nonhu-
mans. . .ultimately. . .the poorer. . .
. Work once bore the burden of
connecting us with nature. In shift-
ing much of this burden onto the
various forms of play that take us
back to nature, Americans have
shifted the burden to leisure. And
play cannot bear the weight.”
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Conservationists, scien-
tists, and land managers all focus
on maintaining biodiversity in eco-
logical communities.  Plant diver-
sity is surveyed as part of most
assessments of rangeland health.
But what is this thing called
biodiversity?  The “variety of life”
is a deceptively simple concept,
lending itself to quantification and
comparisons; but there are many
layers of complexity.

Number of Species.  At
its simplest, “biodiversity” is the
richness or number of species
(kinds of organisms) in a commu-
nity.  Many people are surprised to
learn which groups are most di-
verse, worldwide or in a given site.
Insects, of course, and other
arthropods are most diverse; but
fungi (molds and mushrooms—
important as decomposers, dis-
ease organisms, and soil builders),
bacteria, and myriad invertebrates
such as worms and clams are ex-
tremely diverse as well.  The fa-
miliar vertebrates (birds, mam-
mals, reptiles) that are so charis-
matic and so often the objects of
conservation efforts, and the vas-
cular plants, the structural com-
ponents of most terrestrial com-
munities, are actually not all that
diverse!  Assessing the diversity of
a site may thus mean much more
intensive, careful sampling than
simply counting the most con-
spicuous organisms.

“Evenness.”  Biological
diversity, though, is not just num-
bers or a species list: the relative
abundance or importance of com-
ponent species also influences our
perception of variability.  A forest
with ten tree species, equally abun-
dant (like some eastern U.S. de-

ciduous forests), is perceived by the
observer as more diverse than  one
with the same ten species where
one species makes up 99% of the
total.  Ecologists call the relative
abundance of the species in a com-
munity “evenness.”  They’ve de-
rived a number of diversity “indi-
ces” to measure and compare com-
munity diversity; these give differ-
ent weight or importance to rich-
ness and to evenness, or different
emphasis to the presence of rare
species in a community, say.  Thus
it’s not necessarily straightforward
to compare two communities—par-
ticularly if you don’t have time for
repeated or thorough sampling—
and to say with confidence which is
more diverse.

Genetic Diversity.  So, di-
versity at the species level is what
we usually emphasize.  But biolo-
gists also use “biodiversity” to refer
to life’s variability at other levels of
organization beyond (or within) the
species.  An important example is
genetic diversity: significant varia-
tion in inherited characteristics
among individuals or local popula-
tions within a species.  This is why
a single population of a rare species
is not considered sufficient as a
conservation target.  There may be
substantial genetic differences be-
tween groups of a species, and those
variations are considered essential
to long-term viability in an unpre-
dictable future.  For example, the
Douglas fir of Pacific Northwest
forests differs greatly from that of
the Rocky Mountains—and still fur-
ther from that of the Mexican high-
lands.  The trees clearly belong to
the same species, but differ in growth

Biodiversity:
More Than a

Numbers
Game

by Laura F. Huenneke
Department of Biology

New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003

(505) 646-3933
Lhuennek@nmsu.edu

mailto:Lhuennek@nmsu.edu
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Biodiversity:  More
Than a Numbers
Game
(con’t from page 6)

responses and tolerance of envi-
ronmental conditions, and even
slightly in appearance.  Foresters
or others interested in potentially
useful genes for breeding improved
varieties, would argue that no one
local population contains all the
valuable diversity of that wide-
spread species.

Ecosystem Type.  An-
other component of biodiversity
occurs at a scale larger than that of
species: the diversity of communi-
ties or ecosystem types within a
landscape.  This is the patchwork
quilt that is so obvious when we
look down from the air or at a
satellite image.  In a midwestern
agricultural landscape, the mosaic
contains forest fragments, cleared
fields, small unplowed wetlands,
and streamside gallery forests.  In
the semi-arid west, the “patches”
are larger and may represent the
different vegetation of different
soil units, or the recent history of
fire or forest harvest.  Human ac-
tivities exert strong control over
landscape diversity.  Our land uses
tend to sharpen and straighten
boundaries between patches, make
patches larger and more homoge-
neous, and rearrange patterns in
space.

Ecologists and conserva-
tion biologists have worked out
various sampling schemes for as-
sessing the diversity of species in a
community or along a gradient of
communities.  Such sampling dis-
tinguishes richness or diversity at a
specific site from the gradual addi-
tion of species as one moves within
a community type (from south to
north in the Chihuahuan desert,
for example), from the addition of
whole assemblages of species en-

countered as one moves into a new
ecosystem type.  Given that one
cannot really characterize diversity
of even a single spot without mul-
tiple visits to observe species ac-
tive at different times, careful de-
scription and comparison of diver-
sity presents some stiff challenges.

Species Extinction.
Conservation biologists worry
about the loss of diversity from
natural ecosystems around the
planet.  One obvious concern is
overall erosion of species rich-
ness caused by extinction.  In
the past century there have been
numerous extinctions of verte-
brates (fish, birds, even some
mammals), and there are fears
(though few hard data) that hun-
dreds of tropical invertebrates,
fungi, and plant species are dis-
appearing before even being de-
scribed or named.  It appears,
too, that genetic diversity is erod-
ing rapidly within many species,
as numbers are reduced and
smaller populations disappear al-
together.

Species Invasion.  An-
other factor acting to reduce diver-
sity is the increasing rate and im-
pact of species invasions.  Humans
are extremely effective at moving
organisms around, both deliber-
ately (crops, game species, pet and
aquarium fish trade) and acciden-
tally.  Some of these introduced
species “escape” and become so
dominant in their new homes as to
displace the native biota.
Cheatgrass, spotted knapweed, and
yellow star-thistle are among the
plant invaders that have altered
western rangelands, but non-na-

(con’t on page 30)

Black-footed Ferret monument in
Meeteetse, Wyoming.  A colony was

found on a working ranch there.
(Photo courtesy of Dan Dagget.)
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Profile of Good
Stewardship:

The Gray
Ranch:  A

Biodiversity
Success Story

There is good news to re-
port from the bootheel of New
Mexico: the endangered Black-
tailed Prairie Dog and cattle are
getting along fine.

This is news because, ac-
cording to conventional wisdom,
prairie dogs and cattle are sup-
posed to be mutually exclusive.
From the ranching perspective, the
clichés are well-known:  prairie
dogs steal forage from cows, their
burrows are hazardous to the limbs
of livestock and humans alike, and
they are notorious vectors for dis-
ease, such as the plague.

On the
flip side,
accord-
ing to
the con-
v e n -
t i o n a l
environ-
m e n t a l
wisdom,
p r a i r i e
dogs are
the  key-
s t o n e
spec ies

in desert grassland ecosystems, their
presence guarantees greater
biodiversity, and they cannot tol-
erate grazing by livestock.

However, according to the
early findings of an ongoing re-
search project at the Gray Ranch
involving three reintroduced Black-
tailed Prairie Dog populations in
areas that are actively grazed by
cattle, the conventional wisdom
on both sides of this issue may be
wrong.

In a recent technical re-
port on the reintroduction effort

(dated October 5, 2001), lead re-
searcher Charles Curtin, of the Arid
Lands Project, writes, “The short-
term results of an experimental
prairie dog reintroduction [on the
Gray Ranch] indicate that the tra-
ditional beliefs that prairie dogs
are good for conservation by in-
creasing species diversity, but bad
for ranching by reducing vegeta-
tion cover, are not supported.”

He goes on to say, “There
is also potentially a positive inter-
action between prairie dogs and
ranching.”

What’s going on here? And
what is the lesson for the acrimo-
nious debate about the relation-
ship between biodiversity and live-
stock production?

History of the Ranch
Let’s pause for a second

and talk a little bit about history. In
1990, The Nature Conservancy
purchased the 322,000-acre Gray
Ranch, located in the extreme
southwestern corner of New
Mexico, in order to protect its
abundance of biological diversity.
For a decade or more, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service had coveted
the Gray Ranch as a wildlife ref-
uge, so when TNC acquired the
ranch and offered it to the federal
government, it looked like a dream
come true.

But something funny hap-
pened on the way to Congress.

According to Ben Brown,
manager of the Gray Ranch, who
worked for TNC at the time as its
chief scientist in the western re-
gion, the scope of such a large
private-to-public land transfer

Prairie dog.  (Photo courtesy of Don
McCarter, New Mexico Game & Fish
Department.)
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Good Stewardship:
The Gray Ranch
(con’t from page 8)

(con’t on page 10)

worried some TNC officials, who
thought it would further erode the
organization’s public image as an
entity engaged in enlarging the
government’s fiefdom at the ex-
pense of private landowners. In
the West, where water is for drink-
ing and private property rights are
for fighting, this was no small cause
for concern.

In the end, TNC decided
to take the radical step of selling
the Gray Ranch back to a rancher,
Drum Hadley in this case. In 1994,
the Gray was transferred to Drum’s
Animas Foundation and Ben
Brown was hired to figure out how
to ranch the property while pre-
serving its diverse biological, cul-
tural, and historical assets.

For Ben, who had exten-
sive experience working as a biolo-
gist in ranching landscapes around
the West, his mandate was not a
contradiction in terms. The key
was good stewardship. “There is
no incompatibility between live-
stock production and native
biodiversity,” says Ben. “Well-man-
aged ranches are strongholds of
biological diversity.”

“In fact, the Gray Ranch
has better biodiversity than some
national parks I know of,” he says.

The Gray has the added
benefit of being able to produce
revenue to support its biological
programs. “To me, a piece of well-
managed rangeland is worth more
than an unmanaged landscape,”
says Ben. “That’s because the costs
of preservation are high. Steward-
ship can help pay for the costs of
maintaining biodiversity.”

Ecological Stewardship
To back up these claims,

the Animas Foundation embarked
on a rigorous and ambitious pro-
gram of ecological stewardship,
including the reintroduction of ex-
tensive prescribed fires. It also cre-
ated a grassbank in conjunction
with the Malpai Borderlands
Group, an organization dedicated
to the preservation of a large work-
ing landscape. “The more intact an
ecosystem is, the better the
biodiversity,” says Ben. “Whole,
well-managed ranches can do that.”

To test this point, the Gray
Ranch also began an aggressive
program of scientific research and
monitoring—which is where
Charles Curtin and the prairie dogs
come in.

In 1998, fresh from a stint
as a post-doctoral fellow at UNM,
where he studied wildlife and cli-
mate interactions at the commu-
nity level, Charles jumped at an
opportunity to work on the Gray
where he could study biodiversity
at a landscape scale.

Prairie Dogs
At the same time, the Board

of the Animas Foundation was
intrigued by new research in Texas
and other locations that suggested
that healthy prairie dog popula-
tions could help reduce shrubs,
mesquite in particular. The Board
was further intrigued by the poten-
tially positive role prairie dogs might
have on the ecosystem of the ranch
as a whole.

So, they decided to act.
In 1999, 102 Black-tailed

Prairie Dogs, a federally designated
“threatened” species, were released
into the McKinney Flats area of

“There is no incompatibility
between livestock production and
native biodiversity,”
says Ben [Brown]. “Well-
managed ranches are
strongholds of  biological
diversity.”
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Good Stewardship:
The Gray Ranch

(con’t from page 9)

the privately owned Gray. Charles
designed a scientifically valid ex-
periment in which each pasture
contained four treatment areas of
fire/grazing,  fire/no-grazing, no-
fire/grazing, and no-fire/no-graz-
ing. Then, artifical burrows were
built, which is less expensive, and
more successful, than the old tech-

nology
of quar-
antining
d o g
t o w n s
w i t h
electric
fencing
and em-
ploying
aggres-
s i v e
predator
control.
The ani-

mals quickly made themselves com-
fortable in their new homes.

To everyone’s surprise,
shortly after the prairie dogs were
released, “the cows made a bee line
for the towns,” says Charles.

Under the designed strat-
egy, two hundred and fifty cows
grazed the pastures in a four pas-
ture rest-rotation system  This
management was chosen “instead
of something more intensive,” ac-
cording to Ben, “because we
deemed it to be more representa-
tive of what a moderately progres-
sive ranch manager  in this part of
the world would use, and we
wanted to measure the effects of a
representative type of grazing man-
agement.”

Everything worked out
great. The cows kept the grass
clipped low, which dramatically

reduced the predator threat to the
prairie dogs. They did not break a
leg in the holes, or catch a disease.

“It’s misleading to think of
prairie dogs as vectors of plague,”
says Charles. “They are very sensi-
tive to disease and are easily sus-
ceptible, which is different. If the
towns are healthy, then plague is
not present.”

As the cows grazed, plant
and animal densities were sampled
in each pasture. The clipped grass
around the towns was found to be
high in biomass. Charles noted
that cattle and prairie dogs had
different diets, they consumed dif-
ferent types of grass, and the dogs
had a wider diet in general. So, the
cliché about competition appeared
to be unsubstantiated.

Symbiosis
A symbiosis, in fact, be-

tween cattle and prairie dogs,
seemed to be taking place on the
Gray.

Charles offered the follow-
ing analysis in his report:

“It is too simplistic to state
that prairie dogs have a blanket
positive impact on biodiversity,
rather, there are winners and los-
ers. While the prairie dogs did not
significantly alter vegetation com-
position, they did increase vegeta-
tion biomass, but decreased diver-
sity (species number). Small mam-
mals show a negative or neutral
response to prairie dog reintroduc-
tion, while lizards had a positive
response.

“The increased vegetation
biomass documented here, and
higher nutrient content docu-

Herd of cattle roaming across the Gray
Ranch.  (Photo courtesy of Courtney
White.)
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Good Stewardship:
The Gray Ranch
(con’t from page 10)

mented in numerous studies. . .sug-
gests that prairie dog reintroduc-
tions can actually have positive
benefits for ranchers, and that these
patterns are in many ways more
tangible than the benefits to con-
servation. This information,
coupled with disproportionate use
of the prairie dog towns by cattle
on the pastures, suggests there can
be a positive feedback loop be-
tween cows and prairie dogs.

“Because the cows focus
their foraging activities in an area
about 40% larger than the actual
prairie dog town, they in turn are
expanding the area of potential
prairie dog colonization, which in
turn can lead to increased amounts
of rich forage for the cattle. In
addition, the hoof action and in-
tense foraging of the cattle appears

The Quivira Coalition is looking for an administra-
tive assistant to work in its Santa Fe office.  Duties include:
general office support, organization of  files and mainte-
nance of data bases, assis-
tance in organiz- ing confer-
ences and field work, project
support, support in preparing
and conducting public involve-
ment meetings and hearings,
and providing graphics and
editing support in the prepara-
tion of  reports. This position
will be shared with Bionomics Southwest, an environ-
mental consulting firm located in the same office.  Appli-
cants should have strong computer skills, be organized,
self-directed, and like working with people. The position
is full-time and the starting salary is $30,000 per year.

Come Work for The Quivira Coalition!

to have an effect of increased mi-
cro-topography and habitat diver-
sity on the landscape that is com-
parable to the effects of the prairie
dogs.

“These observations sug-
gest that much of the system diver-
sity ascribed to prairie dog towns is
a reflection of not just the work of
prairie dogs, but an interaction
between prairie dogs and large un-
gulate species, including not just
native species such as antelope,
bison, and deer, but also domestic
species, such as cattle.”

More research, of course,
is needed, but one practical effect
should be clear: the conventional
wisdom needs an update.

For more information contact
Ben Brown at
benbrown@vtc.net
or (505) 548-2225,
or Charles Curtin at the
Arid Lands Project, at
ccurtin@earthlink.net

mailto:benbrown@vtc.net
mailto:ccurtin@earthlink.net
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(con’t on page 13)

My grandfather used to say
that cattle did better on a mixture
of grass.

This awareness of differ-
ent grass species prepared me for
the broader concept of biodiversity.
As I began thinking about
biodiversity, my  awareness moved
beyond a “mixture of grass” to
recognize mammals, birds,  preda-
tors, and many species beyond grass
as part of an interlinked system.
That wasn’t always the case. I used
to consciously remove species,
whether Canada thistle, coyote, or
beaver.

Our ranch sits in the foot-
hills of the Southern Wind River
Mountains. My father, uncle, and I
bought this ranch in 1978. Twin
Creek, a small mountain stream,
flows onto our ranch in an incised
canyon for 4 miles before it comes
to a narrow alluvial meadow at our
headquarters. Here it turns north
through juniper breaks for 8 miles
before leaving the ranch. Eleva-
tion ranges from 5,800-8,000 feet.
Today, we use the tool of grazing
to develop willows for beaver habi-
tat—but that wasn’t always the
case. An excerpt from my book,
Overgrazed, recalls this scene
when my brother-in-law and I blew
a beaver dam.

Jim and I crawled through the
meadow grass under his pickup giggling.
We were about 100 feet from Twin
Creek, one-half mile west of the house.
Jim pulled the wires in behind him,
leading to the charge of dynamite.

“This will show that little bas-
tard,” I said, wiping the drool from my
chin. Jim touched the two wires to the
battery. WOOMPH! The concussion
preceded the explosion. Sticks and mud
came raining down on the pickup. As

soon as it stopped hailing willows and
mud, we scrambled out from under our
shield.

“Yeah!” I hollered as we ran
down to the creek bank, “I think we got
it all.”  Water gushed through the gutted
beaver dam, and we could see the level
dropping quickly. The next morning I
rode my wrangle horse across the restored
crossing. The beaver dam had gotten so
deep; I couldn’t bring the horses across.
But that was taken care of now. I loped
around the horses and galloped down the
creek to the resurrected crossing. The
water ran muddy and I couldn’t help but
notice creek banks caving into the stream.
I wondered.

Consequences
As I came to realize the

consequences of erosion—a low-
ered water table and reduced ripar-
ian area production—resulting
from blowing up the beaver dam,
I developed an entirely different
mindset. I shifted my thought pro-
cess to live with the beaver and
their dams. With this commitment,
I viewed the creek as a fence rather
than something I could cross. This
attitude gave me an extra pasture,
a higher water table, less erosion,
and more grass on the riparian
area. I learned that the hardest part
of change was my mindset. The
tough is only mental. The positive
results energized me, and I began
to curiously watch in a new way.

As beaver inhabited larger
segments of Twin Creek, I began
noticing more biodiversity. We had
an occasional moose in the winter
but now we have a resident popu-
lation of moose. The University of
Wyoming and Wyoming Game and

 Ranching
for

Biodiversity
by Tony Malmberg
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Ranching for
Biodiversity
(con’t from page 12)

Fish Department conducted a
study on our ranch to see how
beaver habitat affected bird popu-
lation. They found the  bird popu-
lations increased by 50% and a
species jump of 70%. I view the
addition of these species as key
indicators of changing habitat.
Blowing the beaver dam was my
first realization that, by killing a
form of life, I could damage stabil-
ity and my profitability.

A course with Kirk Gadzia
in 1987 introduced me to the Ho-
listic Management decision model.
With this aide, I started concen-
trating cattle numbers and stopped
my traditional practice of season-
long grazing. In the beginning, I
started with a simple deferred ro-
tation plan. With developed water
storage to enable larger herds and
fencing, I ran a herd of 1,200 year-
lings and 600 pairs on our 33,000
acre ranch. In 1999 we sold a BLM
allotment and leased an adjacent
ranch. We now run two herds of
1,000 pairs and 1,200 yearlings on
50,000 acres. We utilize temporary
electric fence to increase livestock
density and reduce grazing periods
to less than 21 days per year on any
given area. My goal is to reduce
that time to less than 14 days.
During fast growth, we attempt to
move the cows every 5 or 6 days.

Costs Decreased
When I first started run-

ning larger herds and moving cattle
more often, I was concerned about
labor. We started a ranch recre-
ation business so paying guests
could offset additional labor costs.
I have learned that it takes cattle
new to our operations about 3
years to adjust to increased con-

centration and moving. Now we
can easily move 1,200 yearlings or
1,000 pairs to adjacent pastures
with 2 or 3 riders and I have done
it alone on many occasions. Longer
moves take more help, depending
on the terrain. Our operating ex-
penses, particularly labor and fuel
have decreased, even though we
have nearly doubled this number
of cattle.

Improved
produc -
tion, bet-
ter land
health, re-
cove r ed
r ipa r i an
areas, and
increased
biodiversity
have all
resu l ted
from the
core man-
agement
practices of:

1. Concentrating cattle
numbers (intensity).

2. Reducing the length of
time in one place (frequency).

3. Varying the time of year
I return to a specific piece of ground
(timing).

Increased Biodiversity
Riparian areas, which com-

prise 3% of the surface area of our
ranch, particularly responded to
this increased level of management.
That 3% contributes 35% of our
production. The more we slow
water down and the higher we
raise the water table, the more

(con’t on page 14)

The tool of intensity (concentrating
cattle numbers)  at work on Roger

Bowe’s ranch near San Jon.  (Photo
courtesy of Roger Bowe.)
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“If  I spray and kill a weed, I
am moving succession backwards

to bare ground. This happens
when I focus on the problem of

weeds rather than on the goal of
a diverse and complex plant

community.”

(con’t on page 15)

production we have. Increased
biodiversity of willows, beaver,
moose, and songbirds reflect in-
creased production and profitabil-
ity.

Once I realized the ben-
efits from beaver, I became more
aware of diversity of all sorts. In
1989 we were moving cattle and
passed through a prairie dog town
and I noticed a coyote lying quietly
beside a prairie dog hole. After
moving the cattle, we retraced our
steps past the prairie dog town.
The coyote was patiently waiting
in the same spot, hunting prairie
dogs. As a result of that observa-
tion 12 years ago, I have not shot a
coyote or allowed anyone to hunt
coyotes.

With planned grazing and
a predator-friendly policy, prairie
dog colonies stay small. The smaller
colonies of 20-40 prairie dogs seem
to move around from place to
place, particularly when I place a
salt block in an active town. When
the prairie dogs relocate, the west-
ern wheat grass explodes around
their holes. Applying the tools of
animal impact and grazing with
prairie dogs increases grass pro-
duction.

Weed Management
The same awareness of di-

versity holds true with weed man-
agement. I have learned that what-
ever grows should be there. If I
spray and kill a weed, I am moving
succession backwards to bare
ground. This happens when I fo-
cus on the problem of weeds rather
than on the goal of a diverse and
complex plant community. Once
we have moved succession back-
wards to bare ground, we must

again populate that ground with
annuals and weeds until the soil
and plant complexity can support
perennial plants. With proper fre-
quency and timing of the tools of
animal impact and grazing, the
succession process will move to-
ward a perennial grass plant com-
munity.

Canada thistle is an easy
example. Canada thistle cannot
stand hot season grazing. By plan-
ning to graze riparian areas in the
hot season every three to five years,
I keep Canada thistle under con-
trol. I would rather have cheat
grass, Canada thistle, knapweed,
or leafy spurge than bare ground.
With these weeds I have plant
material to place on the soil surface
creating mulch and incubation sites
for perennial grass plants.

Change:  Becoming
Comfortable with Being
Uncomfortable

The level of complexity
and diversity defines succession
on the land as well as in commu-
nity dynamics. As a person, I expe-
rience succession processes also.
This is a fancy way of saying I
change and evolve. Change is un-
comfortable. I learned that, in or-
der to keep up with changes around
me, I had to become comfortable
with being uncomfortable. As I
learned to seek change, I increased
my learning opportunities.

Most of my rancher neigh-
bors remain guardedly skeptical
but some have adopted the fence
and livestock water practices we
use. The local environmentalists
are more open to grazing as a

Ranching for
Biodiversity
(con’t from page 13)
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viable tool because of what they
see on our riparian areas and in our
bird populations. I have had the
same BLM range conservationist
for 23 years and he has been very
supportive. When I first asked him
what he thought about implement-
ing planned grazing, he said he
thought some management was
better than none at all. It is easy for
me to stop by the BLM office and
visit casually with the personnel
because of an increased trust. With
more than half of our ranch being
public land, I am concerned about
environmentalist and agency per-
ceptions and concerns. By pursu-
ing dialogue with these people in
my community, I have gained valu-
able resources in knowledge and
experience, which help me better
manage our ranch.

Guiding Principles
As an individual, my level

of succession can be defined by the
diversity and complexity of my
knowledge and experience. My
ability to interact and manage the
land is directly proportional to my
level of succession. My guiding
principles in land management
change as my level of knowledge
and experience evolve. At this point
in my development I have two
guiding principles:

First, I avoid actively kill-
ing anything and notice what is
here. Whether a weed or an animal,
it would not be here if its habitat
were not. I plan the timing, inten-
sity, and frequency of tools (graz-
ing, rest, fire, animal impact, tech-
nology and living organisms) to
move community dynamics to a
level of higher diversity and com-
plexity.

Second, I ask myself what
is missing. Problems are not due to
the presence of a species but rather
the absence of a species. The ab-
sence of moose meant willows were
missing, which meant beaver were
missing and the chain continues.
Some think the weak link in Sage
Grouse survival lies in the early
brood rearing stage, which requires
a high protein diet. This consists of
forbs and insects. Are these miss-
ing? If so, why?

My goal is to manage for
diversity and complexity of life on
the ranch. Biodiversity. Each plant
species has different growing sea-
sons, different root zones, and dif-
ferent leaf capacity. Each provides
a different pathway for conversion
of solar energy to life. By maximiz-
ing the pathways of solar energy
conversion, I maximize produc-
tion. I have learned that biodiversity
extends beyond a mixture of grass.
Each animal, fish, and insect spe-
cies expresses something about the
niches provided. Indicator species
of moose, migratory songbirds, and
black bear tell me something about
the habitat. If I honor my rule of
not suppressing life, I will see be-
yond symptoms to address prob-
lems. If I continue asking, “What is
missing?” I will continue to see
beyond simple systems and realize
the whole. When I increase
biodiversity I improve land health,
I improve community relations,
and I improve our ranch profit-
ability.

Ranching for
Biodiversity
(con’t from page 14)

“If  I honor my rule of  not
suppressing life, I will see beyond
symptoms to address problems.
If I continue
asking, ‘What is missing?’ I
will continue to see beyond simple
systems and realize the whole.
When I increase biodiversity I
improve land health, I improve
community relations, and I
improve our ranch profitability.”
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(con’t on page 17)

Monitoring Progress on
Comanche Creek

This fall, The Quivira Coalition was
awarded a three-year  grant  from the EPA
and the New Mexico Environment De-
partment for an on-the-ground project in
the 80,000-acre Comanche Creek water-
shed, in the Valle Vidal unit of the Carson
National Forest.

Our role is to coordinate a collabo-
rative effort involving the Forest Service,
the livestock permittees, the state Game &
Fish and Surface Water Quality Depart-
ments, Trout Unlimited, New Mexico Trout,
various researchers, and other organiza-
tions with the ultimate goal of assisting the
Rio Grande Cutthroat Trout, a species strug-
gling for survival, by enhancing water qual-
ity in the stream.

Comanche Creek is an ideal loca-
tion for the Cutthroat, and if we are suc-
cessful, we hope this effort could be a role
model for future collaborations involving
grazing, clean water, and threatened or en-

dangered species.
Another role for The Quivira Coalition is to provide assessment

and monitoring on the upland conditions within the watershed. This was
begun this fall through our Cibola Services program.

First, we took a horseback tour through the upper watershed,
which we evaluated to be in surprisingly good condition given the historic
heavy (ab)use of the Valle Vidal prior to its acquisition by the federal
government in the mid-1980s. Today, the Valle Vidal Grazing Association,
which was formed after the acquisition, employs a herder to move its cattle

Conducting an assessment of the Upper Comanche Creek watershed.  (Photo
courtesy of Courtney White.)

Kirk Gadzia and George Long (of the U.S.
Forest Service) talk about what they’ve seen.
(Photo courtesy of Courtney White.)

Mike Boring viewing a vegetation line transect at
the headwaters of Vidal Creek. (Photo courtesy

of Kirk Gadzia.)
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around—and the ecological benefits of this
method were clear for all to see.

Later, our qualitative assessment
continued on mountain bikes. Once this
was completed, eleven long-term monitor-
ing sites were selected, plus other photo
points, and quantitative baseline data was
collected following protocols developed by
the USDA’s Jornada Experimental Range.

So, we’re off to a good start. Stay
tuned for more information about the
Comanche Creek project. There will be
opportunities for volunteers to do restora-
tion work in the watershed in the coming
year.

Monitoring Progress on
Comanche Creek
(con’t from page 16)

Gordon Tooley, Terry Hicks,  Kirk Gadzia. (Photo courtesy of Tamara Sherburn.)

[Above] Kirk, “riding the range” at the Valle Vidal. (Photo courtesy of Courtney White.)
[Below] Tamara Sherburn and Rachel Jankowitz at the River Run ski run at Ski Rio,
Cordova Creek. (Photo courtesy of Kirk Gadzia.)

Gordon Tooley and Pat Boring at the
headwaters of Springwagon Creek. (Photo

courtesy of Kirk Gadzia.)
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(con’t on page 19)

We need to examine work,
he says, or “we will condemn our-
selves to spending most of our
lives outside of nature, for there
can be no permanent place for us
inside. Having demonized those
whose very lives recognize the
tangled complexity of a planet in
which we kill, destroy and alter as
a condition of living and working,
we can claim an innocence that in

the end is
merely ir-
responsi-
bility. . .

“If, on
the other
hand,” he
c o n -
c l u d e s ,
“ e n v i -
ronmen-
t a l i s m
could fo-
cus on
our work
r a t h e r

than on leisure, then a whole series
of fruitful new angles on the world
might be possible. It links us to
each other, and it links us to nature.
It unites issues as diverse as work-
place safety and grazing on public
lands; it unites toxic sites and wil-
derness areas. In taking responsi-
bility for our own lives and work,
in unmasking the connections of
our labor and nature’s labor, in
giving up our hopeless fixation on
purity, we may ultimately find a
way to break the borders that im-
prison nature as much as ourselves.
Work, then, is where we should
begin.”

I’ve quoted Dr. White at
length because I think his point

stabs at the heart of the question
about the future of the environ-
mental movement. As I witnessed
in the West Elks, and on many
other ranches, work, when done
responsibly and with humility, and
measured by its effect on soil, grass
and water, is compatible with eco-
logical and wilderness values. There
is simply no question about it.

Wendell Berry once wrote,
“The conservationist’s picture of
the world as either a deserted land-
scape or desertified landscape is
too simple; it misrepresents both
the world and humanity. If we are
to have an accurate picture of the
world, even in its present diseased
condition, we must interpose be-
tween the unused landscape and
the misused landscape a landscape
that humans have used well.”12

However, to measure this
“well-used landscape,” we need to
employ a new equation—one that
examines the interplay between
work, play, and ecology in a much
more sophisticated manner than
we have used in the past. One of
the goals of the new environmen-
talism is to create a formula that
allows for a more complete under-
standing of the sustainable aspects
of the work/ play/ecology dy-
namic.

But to accomplish this goal,
we need to stop pitting one value
against another.

Good versus Evil
A new environmentalism

must avoid, at all costs, the yoke of
dualisms. Good Guy vs. Bad, Work
vs. Recreation, Urban vs. Rural,
Wilderness vs. Wise Use, Sacred

A New
Environmentalism

(Part 2)
(con’t from page 5)

Volunteers laboring to restore a portion
of Largo Creek on private property near
Quemado, New Mexico.
(Photo courtesy of Courtney White.)
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(con’t on page 20)

vs. Profane, Us vs. Them. In the
bad ol’ days of rampant clearcutting
and dam-building, these dualisms
served an important purpose—to
call the public to arms. They re-
main useful today because unsus-
tainable exploitation of our natu-
ral world still yields immense prof-
its for a select few. But they have
become a crutch, often blinding us
and tying our hands.

This brings us back to the
question of wilderness again. His-
torian William Cronon has writ-
ten, “The critique of modernity
that is one of environmentalism’s
most important contributions to
the moral and political discourse
of our time more often than not
appeals, explicitly or implicitly, to
wilderness as the standard against
which to measure the failings of
our human world.”13

This creates a paradox in
which the human exists outside
the natural. “If we allow ourselves
to believe that nature, to be true,
must also be wild,” continues
Cronon, “then our very presence
in nature represents its fall. The
place where we are is where nature
is not. If this is so—if by definition
wilderness leaves no place for hu-
man beings, save perhaps as con-
templative sojourners enjoying
their leisurely reverie in God’s natu-
ral cathedral—then also by defini-
tion it can offer no solution to the
environmental and other problems
that confront us.”

By indulging in a dualism
that sets nature and humanity at
opposite poles, we “leave ourselves
little hope of discovering what an
ethical, sustainable, honorable hu-
man place in nature might actually
look like.” It can also lead to envi-

ronmentally irresponsible behav-
ior.

“Our challenge is to stop
thinking of such things according
to a set of bipolar moral scales in
which the human and the nonhu-
man, the natural and the unnatu-
ral, the fallen and the unfallen,
serve as our conceptual map for
understanding and valuing the
world. Instead, we need to em-
brace the full continuum of a natu-
ral landscape that is also cultural,
in which the city, suburb, the pas-
toral, and the wild each has its
proper place, which we permit our-
selves to celebrate without need-
lessly denigrating the others.”

He concludes “The wil-
derness dualism. . .denies us the
middle ground in which respon-
sible use and non-use might attain
some kind of balanced, sustainable
relationship.” And according to
Cronon, the “middle ground is
where we actually live.”

I have quoted him at length
because his point too is critical to
the success of a new environmen-
talism—that we must find a way to
occupy and work in the “middle
ground,” or what some have called
the Radical Center. In my experi-
ence, work, play, soil, predators,
wilderness, and agriculture can be
balanced with one another—if we
drop the dualisms and start shak-
ing hands instead.

Only by working in the
Radical Center will we make actual
progress on the back forty.

The Big Picture
I am not suggesting that

we forgo designation of new wil-

A New
Environmentalism
(Part 2)
(con’t from page 18)

“The only progress that counts is
that on the actual landscape of the
back forty.”—Aldo Leopold
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(con’t on page 21)

derness areas or drop the tactics of
confrontationalism entirely. They
both serve important purposes in
certain situations, though I think
lawsuits are like antibiotics—great
in a crisis but increasingly ineffec-
tive over time, especially as resis-
tance builds. And a great deal of
resistance has been building over
the last two decades.

Furthermore, the environ-
mental movement was forged in
confrontation and adversity and
will necessarily be called on again
and again to fight. The trouble
today, however, with a continued
dependence on this form of crisis
management is that it has trans-
formed the movement into a green
version of The Little Dutch Boy.
Activists race around plugging
holes in an increasingly leaky dike
called “the environment” without
significantly addressing the sources
of the threat to the dike in the first
place—principally, the way we live
as a people.

Wendell Berry, as usual,
put it best when he asked, “Can we
adapt our work and our pleasure
to our places so as to live in them
without destroying them? Can we
limit our work and our economies
to a scale appropriate to our places,
to our place in the order of things,
and to our intelligence? Can we
control ourselves?”

Or, right to the point, “Can
we get beyond the assumption that
it is possible to live inhumanely
and yet ‘save the planet’ by a series
of last-minute preservations of
things perceived at the last minute
to be endangered and, only be-
cause endangered, precious?”

A new environmentalism
must address the bigger picture.

It is not enough anymore
to “save” nature. We, as environ-
mentalists, need to ask harder ques-
tions about how to work together
to conserve and restore self-sus-
taining social and natural land-
scapes. We can start by addressing
the causes of our unhealthy and
unhappy world, rather than simply
concentrating on the symptoms.

There is a parallel with the
rangeland health paradigm here.
By examining a watershed holisti-
cally, for instance, at the level of
soil, grass, and water, we can get a
good sense for causes of degrada-
tion, rather than spend our money
and energy on quick technological
fixes.

For example, at a public
meeting I attended in Catron
County a few years ago, a rancher
complained about the infestation
of small trees on his land by saying
that “he was hardly making a dent
in the forest with his backhoe.”
Kirk Gadzia responded by asking,
not so rhetorically, “Is the problem
that we don’t have enough back-
hoes?”

Are we working on symp-
toms when we should be working
on causes? Granted, some prob-
lems, such as global warming, may
be beyond the reach of us indi-
vidually, but many can be fixed at
home, if we know where to look,
what tools to use, and whom to
turn to for assistance. All of which
will require some fundamental
shifts in our culture and society.

Environmentalists can
help lead the way, if we want.

Cultural critic Stephanie
Mills put it well when she said, “It’s

A New
Environmentalism

(Part 2)
(con’t from page 19)

“There is a parallel with the
rangeland health paradigm here.

By examining a
watershed holistically, for in-

stance, at the level of  soil, grass,
and water, we can get a good

sense for causes of
degradation, rather than spend
our money and energy on quick

technological fixes.”
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time to ditch the home entertain-
ment center and break the con-
sumer trance, time to roll up our
sleeves and learn the plants. . . . We
may even rescue the wildness within
us from the extinction threatened
by credit cards, muscle wagons,
and trips to the mall. By working to
restore our life places from the soil
on up, we can renew our member-
ship in the biotic community.”14

How It Works
I believe that the goals of a

new environmentalism can be ad-
vanced by a few core strategies:

Work at the
Grassroots:  Literally at the level
of grass and roots. This means
seeking out projects that restore
watersheds one acre at a time, if
need be, or reclaim mine tailings,
or assist riparian areas to recover,
and to do so principally by using
nature’s original toolbox. The ob-
jective is to grow grass, reduce bare
soil, restore conditions for fire, and
a million other acts of healing.

Work Collaboratively:
Strength lies in numbers. When we
argue our interests instead of our
positions we often uncover acres
of common ground. Practical so-
lutions to seemingly intractable
natural resource conflicts exist, but
only if we are willing to work
toward common goals. A range-
land health paradigm encourages
collaboration by steering the dis-
cussion back to the ground, where
it belongs.

Encourage Better
Stewardship: That means teach-
ing, listening, and learning. Educa-
tion is a two-way street, not a cul-
de-sac with a “Do Not Enter” sign

out front. Knowledge marches on,
new technologies are invented, and
values change. Incorporating these
changes constructively means em-
ploying an open hand, not a closed
fist, when dealing with ranchers
and other land managers, espe-
cially those who work
for the federal gov-
ernment.

This is an im-
portant point, given
the long history of en-
vironmentalists de-
manding “compli-
ance” from the fed-
eral government. I feel
the need to quote
Wendell Berry here
again: “You can not
get good care in the
use of the land by de-
manding it from pub-
lic officials. That you
have the legal right to
demand it does not at
all improve the case. .
. . The idea that a dis-
placed people might
take appropriate care
of places is absurd;
there is no sense in it
and no hope.”

Lend a Hand: The time
has come to help people. The fed-
eral government can no longer carry
the load of assuring proper stew-
ardship of our public lands be-
cause it has neither the financial,
manpower, or spiritual resources
to do the work alone anymore,
especially as the workload expands
on an almost daily basis. It is there-
fore incumbent on all of us to
assist them somehow—bring
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On Date Creek in Arizona, Phil Knight
has restored this cottonwood-willow

forest by limiting grazing to the
dormant season.  (Photo courtesy of

Dan Dagget.)
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money to the table, or monitoring
services, or organize a workshop.

Work Toward Re-
sults: Measure success by progress
on the back forty. Demand, and
help achieve, quantifiable, real-
world results. Learn how ecosys-
tems actually operate, embrace

ideas that achieve ecologi-
cal and economic
sustainability simulta-
neously, then insist that the
results are monitored. Bet-
ter yet, help with the moni-
toring yourself!
As I said earlier, these strat-

egies are not theoretical; they
are being implemented daily
and across a wide region.
What they need, however, is
more support.

Review
In summation, I believe a

new environmentalism does
the following:

Employs a rangeland
health paradigm.

Acknowledges that the
old “protection” paradigm is not
terribly useful anymore.

Considers its principal
job to be ecological and economic
restoration.

Encourages good stew-
ardship and values sustainable work
on the land.

Dumps destructive du-
alisms.

Takes seriously the com-
plex work/play/ecology equation.

Learns, teaches, listens,
and lends a hand.

Achieves and monitors
on-the-ground results.

Keeps an eye on the

prize:  guiding fundamental hu-
man behavior toward restraint and
self-sustainability.

And one more goal:
Attempts to achieve

what Aldo Leopold longed for so
many years ago—“a state of har-
mony between man and land.”
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Exurbanization of the
Mountain West

The Mountain West of the
United States is experiencing a hu-
man population boom that rivals any
in its history.  Of the eight states that
make up this region (Arizona, Colo-
rado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming), five
are the fastest growing in the country
(Figure 1).  Metropolitan areas and
their suburbs have accommodated
much of this in-migration but rural
areas are growing at a faster rate
(Heimlich and Anderson 2001).
Driven by a mixture of economic
and quality-of-life features, people
are increasingly drawn to the rural
Mountain West (Power 1996).  Un-
like previous booms driven by re-
source extraction and commodity
production, the present period of
growth is fueled by the expansion
of service, recreation, and infor-
mation industries and is marked by
the conversion in private land use
from agriculture to exurban devel-
opment (Riebsame, Gosnell, and
Theobald 1996; Sullins and others
2002).

As a result, three of the prin-
cipal land uses in the rural Mountain
West today are protection, livestock
ranching, and exurban development.
Protected areas are lands where resi-
dential development is prohibited.
Exurban development refers to low-
density residential development that
occurs beyond incorporated city lim-
its (Nelson and Dueker 1990; Knight
1999).  The main human use on pro-
tected areas is outdoor recreation and
nature protection, on ranches it is
livestock production, and on exurban
development it is human residence.
The amount of land in protection is
relatively static with very little being
acquired annually.  The amount of
land in ranching and exurban devel-
opment, however, is in flux.  Many
ranches are being subdivided into

exurban developments.  For instance,
between 1992 and 1997 in Colorado,
the rate of agricultural land conver-
sion to commercial and residential
development was 270,000 acres per
year (Oberman, Carlson, and
Batchelder 2000).

The extent of land-use
change due to population growth in
rural areas of the Mountain West is

greater than that in urban areas be-
cause of the dispersed nature of
exurban development (Theobald
2000; Sullins and others 2002).  In-
stead of focusing growth within in-
corporated city limits, exurban growth
exists as pockets of residential devel-
opment embedded in a matrix of
agricultural and protected lands.
Nearly 80% of the land used for houses
constructed between 1994 and 1997
in the U.S. was in non-metropolitan
areas (Heimlich and Anderson 2001).
Sites adjacent to public lands are par-
ticularly attractive for development
(Riebsame, Gosnell, and Theobald
1996; Swanson 2001).  Also, exurban
developments require more land than
urban and suburban developments

Holy Cow!
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because each house is situated on a
large lot (typically 10-40 acres).  Fifty-
seven percent of the houses built be-
tween 1994 and 1997 were on lots
•10 acres (Heimlich and Anderson
2001).  In general, exurban develop-
ments increase the influences associ-
ated with human residences at two

spatial scales:
(1) the site
scale by dis-
persed hous-
ing, and (2) the
l a n d s c a p e
scale by the
placement of
developments
in rural areas
( D u e r k s e n
and others
2000).

I n
contrast to ur-
ban and sub-

urban development, the ecological
consequences of exurban develop-
ment are not well studied.  Many
researchers have documented changes
in wildlife communities in and around
metropolitan areas (e.g., Emlen 1974;
Bessinger and Osborne 1982; Mills,
Dunning, and Bates 1989; Engels and
Sexton 1994; Blair 1996; Germaine
and others 1998; Bock, Bock, and
Bennett 1999; Crooks and Soulé
1999).  Relatively few studies, how-
ever, have examined biodiversity as-
sociated with exurban developments
(Vogel 1989; Harrison 1997, 1998;
Odell and Knight 2001), and no stud-
ies have compared biodiversity on
exurban developments with ranching
and protected areas.  Although little is
known about the conversion of ranch-
land to exurban development, con-
servationists have assumed that it re-
sults in a simplification of biodiversity,
favoring generalist species that thrive
in association with humans over those
that are more sensitive (Knight and
Clark 1998; Knight 2002; Knight and

others 2002).
We know that wildlife habi-

tat is affected directly and indirectly
by the conversion of Western ecosys-
tems to exurban development (Knight
and Clark 1998).  Soil and vegetation
are directly disturbed and lost in the
construction of houses, roads, fences,
and communication lines.  Habitat
quality is degraded because of the
proliferation of non-native plants and
the presence of humans, their auto-
mobiles, and their pets (Mills, Dun-
ning, and Bates 1989; Knight and
Clark 1998; Miller, Knight, and Miller
2001).  These changes result in el-
evated mortality rates, as well as habi-
tat loss and degradation.

Conservation Response
Concerns over the conver-

sion of the Mountain West’s natural
heritage from a mixture of generalist
and specialist species to one of in-
creasingly human-adapted species
have generated a new response to
biodiversity protection among non-
governmental conservation organiza-
tions (NGOs).  The traditional re-
sponse to protecting biodiversity from
anthropogenic degradation has been
to purchase land and designate it as a
protected area.  The emerging re-
sponse is to work with ranchers to
protect biodiversity while keeping the
land in private ownership and as a
working ranch (Alexander and Propst
2002).  Typically, development rights
on the ranches are purchased through
conservation easements while ranch-
ers continue to raise livestock.  This
approach has become increasingly
popular, especially among NGOs such
as The Nature Conservancy and the
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
(Weeks 2002).  In Colorado, about
86,000 acres of private land have
been protected through conservation
easements by The Nature Conser-

Holy Cow!
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Subdivision in Wyoming.  (Photo
courtesy of Dan Dagget.)
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vancy and 59,000 acres by the Rocky
Mountain Elk Foundation (GCOFR
2000).  This strategy has increased the
number of land trusts that seek to
protect private land in agriculture from
development.  By 2000, over 1,200
land trusts in the United States had
protected roughly 2,600,000 acres
through conservation easements, 46%
of which was farm and ranchland
(LTA 2001).

This emerging response to
biodiversity protection however has
some untested assumptions.  It as-
sumes that biodiversity on ranches is
no different than that found on pro-
tected areas, or at least that biodiversity
is better served on ranches than on
exurban developments.  NGOs are
taking this mode of action to protect
biodiversity with virtually no scien-
tific evidence to support their ap-
proach.  They continue with this strat-
egy despite the fact that many envi-
ronmentalists argue that livestock
ranching is perhaps the most detri-
mental land use in the West (Fleischner
1994; Wuerthner 1994; Donahue
1999).  We decided to test these as-
sumptions of the emerging
biodiversity protection strategy.

Study Area and Site
Collection

We conducted our study
from May through August during 2000
and 2001 in the foothills along the
Front Range of the Rocky Mountains
in northern Larimer County, Colo-
rado.  The study area is approximately
25 miles northwest of Fort Collins,
the nearest metropolitan area. The
land-use matrix of the region is a
blend of private ranchland, public
protected areas, and exurban devel-
opments.  The vegetation is a mosaic
of shrubsteppe and mixed-grass prai-
rie with some trees occurring at the
higher elevations and northern as-
pects.  Dominant grasses include
needle-and-thread, blue grama, west-

ern wheatgrass, and cheatgrass.  Shrubs
include mountain mahogany,
skunkbrush sumac, and bitterbrush.
Common forbs include fringed sage
and hairy goldaster.  Average annual
precipitation ranges from 13-18 inches
with 75% of it falling between April
and September (U.S. Department of
Agriculture 1980).

We restricted our study to
sites with similar physical characteris-
tics.  We used sites in the same
shrubsteppe plant community, with
elevations between 5,700-7,200 feet,
and similar soil types to reduce natural
variability among sites.  Study sites
had to be greater than 2,500 acres in
size to minimize the influence of sur-
rounding land uses.  We used 1:24,000
orthophoto-quadrangle maps and plat
maps from the Larimer County
Assessor’s Office to determine po-
tential sites.  We had 33 out of 35
landowners grant us permission to
conduct research on their property.

Study Design and Data
Collection

We compared songbird,
mammalian carnivore, and plant com-
munities across three land uses: (1)
public protected areas (Colorado Di-
vision of Wildlife’s State Wildlife Ar-
eas) whose principal use was outdoor
recreation and wildlife protection (no
grazing, logging, mining, or water de-
velopment), (2) private-land livestock
ranches with cattle, and (3) exurban
developments with 1 house per 35-50
acres.  We randomly selected 93 points
across the three land uses to survey
songbirds and mammalian carnivores,
and 69 points to sample the plant
community.  At each randomly se-
lected point, we sampled communi-
ties using point counts for songbirds,
scent stations for mammalian carni-
vores, and Daubenmire quadrats for
plants.

Holy Cow!
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“We know that wildlife habitat
is affected directly and indirectly
by the conversion of  Western
ecosystems to exurban develop-
ment (Knight and Clark 1998).
Soil and vegetation are directly
disturbed and lost in the con-
struction of  houses, roads,
fences, and communication lines.
Habitat quality is degraded
because of  the proliferation of
non-native plants and the
presence of  humans, their
automobiles, and their pets. . .”
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Findings
Biodiversity differed across

the three land-use categories.  Wild-
life species occurrence and densities
were more similar between ranches
and protected areas than on exurban
developments.  Plant communities
on ranches, however, differed from

those on protected ar-
eas and exurban de-
velopments.

We observed
a suite of species in
the songbird and
mammalian carnivore
communities that
benefit from factors
that accompany el-
evated human densi-
ties found in exurban
developments.  We
also found species of
songbirds and carni-
vores that occurred in
elevated densities on
ranches and protected
areas when compared
to exurban develop-
ments.  For the plant
community, native
species were more
prevalent and non-na-
tive species were less
prevalent on ranches
than on either pro-
tected areas or

exurban developments.  Many of the
species that thrived in exurban devel-
opments also fare well in suburban
and urban settings.

Songbirds occurred in three
categories that separated out based
on densities and land use. Generalist
or human-adapted species reached
their greatest densities in exurban de-
velopments when compared to
ranches and protected areas (Figure
2).  Species with more narrow eco-
logical niches attained their greatest
densities on land devoted to ranch-
ing, protection, or both of those land

uses when compared to exurban de-
velopments (Figure 3).  Some song-
bird species, such as the brown-headed
cowbird and rock wren, showed no
statistically significant differences in
densities across the three land uses.

We did not have large enough
sample sizes to generate reliable den-
sity estimates for many of the species
detected, but it is worth noting some
compositional differences observed
in these less abundant species.  We
observed the house finch, common
raven, Say’s phoebe, and red-winged
blackbird only on exurban develop-
ments.  The dusky flycatcher, savan-
nah sparrow, and lark bunting were
seen only on ranches and protected
areas.

Few mammalian carnivores
were detected over the course of our
study.  Domestic dogs and house cats
were detected almost exclusively on
exurban developments, whereas coy-
otes were seldom found at our scent
stations on exurban developments
(Figure 4).  Bobcats showed no statis-
tical difference at scent stations across
the three land uses.

The number of species (i.e.,
species richness) and plant cover dif-
fered across the land uses.  We re-
corded the most non-native species
on exurban developments (Figure 5).
Non-native species richness and cover
per point was highest on the exurban
developments and protected areas
when compared to ranches.  More
species of native plants were found
on ranches than the other two land
uses, but the cover of native plant
species did not differ statistically across
land uses.  The dominant non-native
plant, cheatgrass, was more prevalent
in terms of cover on the protected
areas and exurban developments than
on ranches.

Holy Cow!
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Conservation Implications
Our results support the

emerging strategy for biodiversity pro-
tection being implemented by envi-
ronmental NGOs.  Ranches in our
study supported a more desirable
biodiversity than exurban develop-
ments.  This is evident for three rea-
sons.  First, ranches were virtually the
same as protected areas in terms of
human-adapted wildlife species.  Sec-
ond, ranches had enhanced popula-
tions of native wildlife species of con-
servation concern compared to
exurban developments.  Third, plant
communities on ranches had more
native species, fewer non-native spe-
cies, and less non-native plant cover
than exurban developments.

A more ambiguous relation-
ship exists between ranches and pro-
tected areas.  The assumption that
these two land uses support similar
biodiversity is only partially borne out
by our observations.  Ranches and
protected areas supported similarly
low populations of human-adapted
wildlife species but produced variable
populations of other species.  Also,
protected areas had a higher preva-
lence of non-native plant species and
fewer native plant species than
ranches.

A generalization from our
study is that there is an increase in
human-adapted wildlife and non-na-
tive plant species with exurban devel-
opment.  Interactions among native,
non-native, and human-adapted spe-
cies could result in the simplification
of the Mountain West’s natural heri-
tage favoring species whose evolu-
tionary life histories allow them to
exist with humans.  This change has
negative implications for the mainte-
nance of biodiversity at both the site
and landscape scales and its conse-
quences are increased with increasing
development (Knight 2002).

Songbirds.  Elevated popu-

lations of human-adapted songbirds
may be occurring to the detriment of
other species (Marzluff, Gehlbach,
and Manuwal 1998).  For instance,
nest predators such as the black-billed
magpie may lower the reproductive
success of other birds in an area.  The
blue jay, a similar nest predator, has
been shown to increase with urban-
ization and play an
important role in the
decline of an endan-
gered bird, the
golden-cheeked war-
bler (Engels and Sex-
ton 1994).  The non-
native European star-
ling is an aggressive
competitor with na-
tive birds for nesting
cavities.  In one area
in Nevada, starlings
were successful at ex-
cluding native birds
from nest sites for five
years (Weitzel 1988).
Eric Odell and Rich-
ard Knight (2001)
studied songbirds on
exurban develop-
ments and undevel-
oped areas and found
exurban develop-
ments supported the
greatest densities of black-billed mag-
pies and European starlings and the
lowest densities of other songbirds,
which may be attributed to interac-
tions between these species.

Pets.  House cats and do-
mestic dogs are subsidized predators
that have been shown to extend the
realm of human influence and have
substantial impacts on wildlife popu-
lations (Churcher and Lawton 1987;
Miller, Knight, and Miller 2001).
These free-ranging pets can occur at
elevated densities, as seen in our study,
because they are supplementally fed

Holy Cow!
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and are not dependent on densities of
native prey species.  House cats have
been implicated in the decline and
extinction of scrub-breeding song-
birds in two studies in California

(Hawkins 1998;
Crooks and Soulé
1999).  Further-
more, Kevin
Crooks and
Michael Soulé
(1999) found that
songbirds persisted
in patches with
coyotes because
these native preda-
tors depressed
house cat numbers.
Coyotes were de-
tected less fre-
quently in exurban
d e v e l o p m e n t s
than in the other
land uses in our

study, which could result in unusually
high songbird mortality from
domestic cats.  Domestic dogs
are known to harass and kill
wildlife, but their impacts are
less well studied.  Research
has shown that they can ex-
tend the zone of human in-
fluence and contribute to the
annual mortality of some spe-
cies (Miller, Knight, and Miller
2001; Ballard and others
1999).  Domestic dogs and
house cats have been docu-
mented to be more prevalent
in exurban developments, es-
pecially near houses, possibly

at the expense of other native preda-
tors which were less abundant in
exurban developments than undevel-
oped areas (Odell and Knight 2001).

Non-Native Species.  Non-
native plants can change community
dynamics by disrupting ecosystem pro-
cesses and degrading the quality of
wildlife habitat (Masters and Sheley
2001).  For instance, cheatgrass pro-

liferation in the Mountain West has
altered historic fire regimes favoring
non-native, annual grasslands over
native, perennial species.  This inva-
sive plant has displaced native plants
and altered the occurrence of shrub-
obligate songbirds that utilize these
ecosystems (Rotenberry 1998).  In
our study, eight of 23 non-native plant
species were found only in exurban
developments.  Two of these species,
spotted knapweed and leafy spurge,
are noxious weeds that have been
shown to lower the value of range-
land ecosystems for ungulates such as
deer and elk (Trammell and Butler
1995; Thompson 1996).

The results of altered biotic
communities in exurban develop-
ments could be influential at two spa-
tial scales (Duerksen and others 2000).
At the site scale, potential interactions
among wildlife species suggest that
exurban developments may be func-
tioning as ecological traps: areas where
species assess the land to be suitable
habitat but then suffer reduced sur-
vival and reproduction when they live
there (Pulliam 1996; Donovan and
Thompson 2001).  Also at this level,
non-native plants displace native
plants thereby altering interspecific
dynamics and reducing habitat qual-
ity for wildlife that do best in native
plant communities.  At the landscape
scale, exurban developments could
be serving as sources that produce an
excess of human-adapted wildlife spe-
cies and non-native plants.  Because
exurban developments are embed-
ded in rural areas, often adjacent to
public lands, they may be providing
individuals and propagules that spill
over into surrounding lands.  There-
fore, the effects of exurban develop-
ment are not just within its bound-
aries but well onto other areas
(Buechner and Sauvajot 1996;
Theobald, Miller, and Hobbs 1997;
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Knight and Clark 1998).
If exurban developments are

sources of undesirable species, then
the emerging strategy to protect
biodiversity by working with ranchers
is correct.  Ranchers and farmers own
much of the land being converted to
exurban development in the Moun-
tain West (Theobald 2000).  Our study
found that biodiversity was at least as
well served on ranches as it was on
protected areas.  More support for the
new conservation strategy is provided
by a recent study that pointed out that
most of our protected areas lie on the
least productive soils and at the high-
est elevations, whereas most private
lands occur on the most productive,
low elevation sites (Scott and others
2001).  Our results combined with
this information suggest that we will
not be able to sustain native
biodiversity in the Mountain West by
relying merely on protected areas.
Future conservation efforts to pro-
tect this region’s natural heritage will
require closer attention being paid to
the role of private lands (Knight 1999).

Considerations for Land-Use
Decisionmakers

Inferences from our study
should be viewed as speculative but if
further studies support our findings,
land-use planners need to be aware of
the ecological effects of exurban de-
velopments across the Mountain West.
The Ecological Society of America
recently published a report that pro-
vided ecological principles and guide-
lines for land-use decisions (Dale and
others 2000).  Christopher Duerksen
and others (2000) have written a use-
ful handbook that gives suggestions
for reducing human impacts associ-
ated with housing developments.
Decisionmakers concerned about the
sustainability of land uses and the
maintenance of biodiversity should
consult these documents and others
and encourage more informed con-

versations about the implications of
land-use decisions.  We suggest three
additional points, derived from an
ecological perspective, to consider
when making land-use decisions in
the rural Mountain West:

(1) Development location is eco-
logically relevant.  Low-elevation lands
support a disproportionate amount
of biodiversity and can be the most
ecologically sensitive (Romme 1997).
Additionally, the effects of develop-
ment extend beyond its boundaries
and can be expected to influence sur-
rounding lands.  Strategic placement
of exurban developments within a
rural landscape is critical (Knight and
Clark1998).

(2) Low-density residential devel-
opments influence biotic communities.  Even
at densities of 1 house per 35-50
acres, the effects of human residences
are seen.  It cannot be assumed that
because most of the land within
exurban developments remains un-
developed that it is suitable for all
species that would occur there if
houses were not present.  Exurban
development patterns spread the in-
fluence associated with human devel-
opments further across the landscape
than more concentrated development
densities, such as urban and subur-
ban.  Laws that exclude certain devel-
opment densities from the county
review process should be reevaluated.
For example, Colorado law allows
subdivisions of 1 house per 35 acres
or greater to avoid county review,
therefore encouraging this density of
development (Riebsame, Gosnell, and
Theobald 1996; Romme 1997).  Clus-
ter developments are an alternative
settlement pattern that involves con-
centrating houses and leaving the re-
mainder of the purchased land unde-
veloped (Theobald, Miller, and Hobbs
1997; Odell and Knight 2001).  How-
ever, little is known about the site-
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and landscape-scale effects of cluster
development, so caution should be
used in promoting this approach.

(3) Ranches are important in
biodiversity protection.  Because private
lands are often the most productive,
lowest elevation sites, they play a dis-
proportionate role in maintaining
biodiversity that is not found on pro-
tected areas, which are mostly on the
least productive, high elevation sites
(Scott and others 2001).  Ranches in
our study area were as good or better
as comparable protected areas at con-
serving biodiversity.  Conversion of
ranchland to exurban development
should be monitored because it will
likely result in a simplification of our
natural heritage and an ever increas-
ing number of species with declining
populations.

Holy Cow!
(con’t from page 29)

Biodiversity:  More
Than a Numbers

Game
(con’t from page 7)

tive fish, clams, and forest pests
have been equally destructive.  The
combination of land use change
and non-native species’ impacts
has altered the landscape so greatly
that some biologists have dubbed
our era the “Homogocene.”

Species invasions remind
us that biodiversity should con-
sider more than simply species
number.  Introduced species may
increase total richness, at least tem-
porarily, for a local system—but
we are usually much more inter-
ested in the diversity of natives
than of exotic species.

Why be concerned
about the loss of biodiversity?
Pragmatic questions have stimu-
lated scientific studies assessing the
relationship between species di-
versity and ecosystem function and
stability.  Research, chiefly in grass-
lands, indicates that a diversity of
plant types (growth form, nutrient
and water use) results in more
efficient use of resources, higher
yield, and so on, in comparison to
systems with fewer species or plant
“types.”  It seems likely, too, that a
system with more species is better
able to survive and function under
a wider range of environmental
conditions (such as fluctuating cli-
mate); there are few data so far,
though, testing this “insurance
hypothesis.”  At the landscape scale,
woodlots, riparian corridors, and
other remnants of natural vegeta-
tion surrounding agricultural fields
can influence strongly the runoff
of soil, nutrients, and water.  Ecolo-
gists are studying the effects of
landscape diversity on ecosystem
processes in other regions as well.

Beyond economic or man-
agement concerns, though, many

people and societies value aspects
of biodiversity as part of their cul-
tural heritage.  The distinctiveness
of a place is largely shaped by the
uniqueness of the native biota,
whether the piñon forests of north-
ern New Mexico or the black grama
grasslands of the Chihuahuan
Desert.   A deeper understanding
of the components of biodiversity
can lead to a growing appreciation
in those who live within a particu-
lar place on the landscape.

“Research, chiefly in grasslands,
indicates that a

diversity of  plant types (growth
form, nutrient and water use)

results in more efficient use of
resources, higher yield, and so on,

in comparison to systems with
fewer species or plant ‘types.’”

Editor’s Note:  Exten-
sive references accompanied this
article.  However, they were too
extensive to fit into this newsletter.
They are currently available from
the authors or from the editor
(lunah3@aol.com).  They will
shortly be available on The Quivira
Coalition website as well.

mailto:lunah3@aol.com
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

with the Rio Puerco Man-
agement Committee

24, 25—Outdoor Class-
room with Kirk Gadzia, at
Sid Goodloe’s Carrizo
Valley Ranch

September
TBA—Work day at the
Valle Grande Grassbank

14, 15—Outdoor Classroom
with Kirk Gadzia, at the
Williams’ Ranch near
Quemado

20, 21—Ranch Roads
Workshop with the New
Mexico Watershed Associa-
tion and the Rio Puerco
Management Committee, at
Cuba

October
5, 6—Riparian Workshop
with Bill Zeedyk, on the
Dry Cimmaron

25, 26—Riparian Workshop
with Bill Zeedyk, on the Rio
Puerco

January 2003
19, 20—Second Annual
Conference

Other Related

Quivira
Coalition Website

Our website contains
information on current

events as well as old
issues of  the newsletter.
You can visit us online at
www.quiviracoalition.org

TOURS!
•Jim Winder’s Ranch

near Nutt
•Sam Montoya’s opera-

tion at Sandia
Pueblo

•Ghost Ranch
•Roger Bowe’s award-

winning ranch
near San Jon

(These tours will be scheduled
shortly and more information
will be made available.)

Educational
Opportunities:

March 25-30
November 4-9
Albuquerque

Holistic Management in
Practice:  Putting the New
Ranch to Work!
with Kirk Gadzia

Learn how to:
•Manage for Profit
•Mange for People
•Manage for Land Health

Contact Resource Manage-
ment Services
P.O. Box 1100
Bernalillo, NM 87004
for registration and more
information

(con’t from page 32)
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The Quivira Coalition
is planning another full year
of  educational events.  What
follows is a tentative list—
some dates may change and
in many cases the exact loca-
tions of  the events have not
yet been decided.  Check the
website for current informa-
tion.  More details will also be
made available in this news-
letter and through other mail-
ings.

April
20—
Drought
Workshop
with Kirk
Gadzia

29, 30,
May 1—
Herding Clinic at Ghost
Ranch

May
11, 12—
Riparian Work-
shop with Bill
Zeedyk

18—Rest
Workshop with
Kirk Gadzia, at
Sevilleta Wildlife Refuge

22—Drought Workshop
with Kirk Gadzia, at
Ghost Ranch

June
1, 2—Riparian Work-
shop with Bill Zeedyk,
on Largo Creek

8—Birding Tour of
theU Bar
15—Herding Work-

shop, at Taos

29—Free Tour of  the Valle
Grande Grassbank with Bill
de Buys

July
13, 14—Outdoor Classroom
with Kirk Gadzia

August
3, 4—Riparian Workshop
with Bill Zeedyk, at
Comanche Creek
10—New Ranch Classroom,

(con’t on page 31)
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